
CHAPTER ONE

Breaching the Unknown

Rangiora is a pleasant country borough not twenty miles from Christ-
church. Unlike a number of other small rural towns which have lost popu-
lation over the last quarter-century or which have struggled to hold their
own Rangiora has recently registered one of the highest rates of population
increase in New Zealand and it has done this while remaining much as
it always has been, an agricultural and pastoral servicing centre without
the stimulus of any imported industry, a quiet country town, off the main
highway and quietly going about its own business. There are some who
lament the fact that the place lacks a big factory or two but there are
others who would consider this absence itself to be an asset. That it is
thriving and looks prosperous, wears an expansive air and seems to have
reversed the drift from the country to the city, does not surprise those
who reside there for they enjoy a life-style which allows them to live in
a fresh rural environment with a city, and all it may have to offer, only
a short swift journey at the end of a motorway. Situated a few miles from
a long and safe surf-swept sandy beach Rangiora also looks west towards
the hills where its youth are wont to tramp, shoot and ski. Its location
may in fact be its most valuable asset.

For well over a century Rangiora has functioned as a market, a servicing
depot and a shopping centre for a wide sweep of North Canterbury, an
area which the Lyttelton Times described in 1881 as a district where the
bone and sinew of agriculture had taken their abode. Now it is sustained
by a wide variety of farming practices — grain, small seeds, root crops,
dairying, fat lamb raising, beef, wool-growing, poultry, orchards, silvicul-
ture and specialist stock breeding, almost every facet of mixed farming
and a support which has ensured a fairly stable if unadventurous career.
The prosperous times which followed the Second World War have wrought
changes over this land. As the years have passed the shingle roads have
mostly disappeared under asphalt and the untidy gorse hedges which
threatened to march overland from these road-sides are being cleared away.
The latest generation of coarse pine wind breaks are also coming down
and another generation of decorative trees and shrubby shelter belts has
taken their place. The old verandah-fronted, iron-roofed wooden farm-
steads are fast giving way to small palaces of stone, aluminium and glass
which peak their sharpened gables sun-wards and sprawl patio-first towards
the hills, their farms immaculate, rectangular, primly fenced and orderly
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and exhibiting every sign of experienced management. It is the landscape
one sees and the landscape which one sees here is completely European.

No part of New Zealand has been so effectively transformed by
European settlement as the plains around Rangiora. The farms, homes,
hedges, roads and trees belong to an imported culture which has absolutely
supplanted the indigenous. Only the hills, the river and the beach have
remained constant; everything else has been changed. The site of the town
was a European choice and, as far as is known, had little appeal for the
Maori whose values and needs led him to establish his pa and kaianga
elsewhere. All trace of the original landscape, the bush, the flax and grassy
flats on the north side of the bush, the tussock sweep of the plain towards
Fernside and the swamps below Southbrook have disappeared.

Even in early Maori times the great forest which once covered the coastal
plains from the Waimakariri to the Ashley was shrinking. Fires started
by lightning and the moa-hunting Maori, flooding and the ponding of
trapped water behind the coastal sandhills, creating broad swamps, all con-
tributed towards its reduction. To find any trace of the ancient Rangiora
one must dig into the muddy sub-soils of the old swamp. Excavations dur-
ing road reconstruction in lower Victoria Street in 1971 revealed some well-
preserved remains of this old forest. There was fern root, moss and raupo
and pieces of wood identified as totara, matai, kowai, kawaka, ribbonwood,
broadleaf and kahikatea. But there has been virtually no sign yet of any
early human occupation.

The first inhabitants of the plains and forests of North Canterbury were
the moa-hunters, the archaic Maori, who left only a little archeological
or legendary evidence of their presence there. These people of shadowy
myth and tradition, the Te Rapuwai, and the Waitaha who followed them,
were predominantly hunters and the Waitaha probably saw the last of
the moas, about 1500. It is believed that these people had a village or
pa named Kapukariki near Cust and that the destruction of the great forests
was begun during their occupation. If it was the Waitaha who were the
last to hunt the moa across the plains and downlands then their gradual
attunement to a more sedentary way of village life, of gathering, hunting
and fishing with a little kumara cultivation, would have been made fairly
easy for them by the great variety of food sources in the forests, creeks,
lagoons, estuaries and rivers and on the beaches.

This abundance of food brought another tribe, the Ngati-mamoe, down
the east coast and the Waitaha were driven south into the fastnesses of
Murihiku. Like the Waitaha the Ngati-mamoe thrived and became quite
numerous but after a century or more they in turn were gradually infil-
trated by a steady migration of Ngai-tahu from their base pa, Hataitai,
in Wellington harbour. At first the Ngai-tahu intermingled peacefully with
Ngati-mamoe but then, after a period of time and sporadic bloodshed,
they asserted their dominance and so it was the Ngai-tahu culture, their
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villages, pa and systems of hunting, gathering and agriculture, or the re-
mains of these, which were observed by the first European contacts with
Te wai pounamou.

About 1700 one of the paramount chiefs of this tribe, Turakautahi, whose
sons had led the war parties in their final defeats of the Ngati-mamoe,
established his headquarters, Kaiapohia, on an easily fortified peninsula
of dry land surrounded by extensive swamps near the coast and about
five miles from Rangiora. The timber required for this stronghold and
the tree trunks used in its mighty pallisade were cut from the extensive
forest which still clothed much of the country from the lower Waimakariri
to Woodend and Rangiora. The chiefs and their immediate families resided
in this pa while the majority of their people lived in out-pa and kaiangas
on the rivers and streams and along the forest and sandhill margins and
other favourable food-gathering spots. The fortress in the swamps became
both a refuge in times of danger and a storehouse and food distribution
centre for the scattered Kaiapoi hapu. And apart from its defensive qualit-
ies Kaiapohia was also strategically situated to serve as an entrepot for
a regular trade in mutton birds, other preserved birds, particularly pid-
geons, kumara, dried fish, and greenstone which developed along the east
coast of the South Island. The pa thus acquired a reputation as a place
of wealth and importance.

Within the system of food-gathering, storage, and trading which the
Ngai-tahu built up around Kaiapohia Rangiora is believed to have been
an out-pa and military store-house. The nature of the store or store-house
has never been made clear; whether the hidden reserves were only weapons
or included food and in what way they were stored has not been revealed.
Nor, as far as is known, have any of the explorers, surveyors or other
early visitors to Rangiora left any account in their dairies, letters or reports
of the remains of any kaianga, kaik, whattas or nouses or of any other
evidence of Maori habitation there. If there was no pa there in the classical
sense then what of its name?

This was given, according to tradition, to commemmorate a peace be-
tween the Ngati-mamoe and the Ngai-tahu and was to mean 'day of peace'.
The name itself may be a distortion of Rakioura or Raki-ora while Rangiola
was also a possible variation of it. Early European visitors to the lands
of the Kaiapoi Ngai-tahu understood the Maori to be saying different
things. Alfred Wills recorded his impression in 1848 as Rangiora, Charles
Torlesse wrote the name Rakihora in 1849 while Edward Ward, a year
later, recorded it as Rangiola. Later interpreters had a field day with its
meaning — glowing sky, place of rest, fine weather after bad, the sun shin-
ing on the bush and even, 'the gate-way to heaven' but one, 'glowing sky
at sunset' would have aptly described a scene frequently observed by the
coastal people, wrapped in the cool-season fogs and mists, as they looked
westward toward the higher plains and the hills. While 'Rangiora' had
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a name, or was a name, it is doubtful if there was ever a permanent resident
population in Ngai-tahu times and it is therefore unlikely that the place
was invovled in the kai-huanga or eat-relation feud, a blood-feud which
destroyed the tribal unity of the Ngai-tahu in the period 1810-25.

This civil war left the Canterbury Maori weak and vulnerable and so
they fell victim to the invading Ngati-toa who advanced on Kaiapohia
from the north, finally laid siege to the great pa in 1832 and sacked it.
The inhabitants were either massacred or taken back to Kapiti as slaves
while those few who escaped fled to safer pas to the southward. A long
silence descended over the now-empty lands of the northern hapus, the
fortress lay in blackened ruins and the outer villages were abandoned. The
Ngai-tahu did not return here until the late eighteen-forties, just as the
first Europeans were assessing the plains as a possible site for settlement,
and they came back in very small numbers.

Very few Europeans crossed the Waimakariri and set foot in northern
Canterbury during this period. There is a story of a European flax buyer
being killed in an early skirmish at Kaiapohia in 1829 and flax traders
were there in 1831, just before the siege. The flax was carried overland
because their ship, the Vittoria, couldn't get into the Waimakariri. The
eighteen-forties brought only a few more tenuous contacts. In April 1844
Frederick Tuckett, charged with the finding of a suitable site for a proposed
Scottish settlement, New Edinburgh, inspected the plain to the north of
Banks Peninsula but turned back at the Waimakariri and reported un-
favourably on what he had seen. Very early in 1845 William Heaphy passed
through the area during an attempted journey from Otago to Nelson, an
expedition which ended at the Waiau. At this time, between 1844 and
1846, whalers were operating a shore station at Motunau and in the
Motunau area three Greenwood brothers established a grazing run in 1847.
In September of that year James Greenwood and William Prebble drove
some cattle overland to Motunau from Purau probably passing to the west
of Rangiora. Otherwise the European settlers, traders and whalers who
straggled into Canterbury during the eighteen-forties stayed close to the
peninsula bays which were the key to their communication with the outside
world.

So too did the returning Ngai-tahu, freed from captivity about 1840.
Particularly did they settle at Port Levy but a few moved back across the
Waimakariri into the vicinity of the old pa, Kaiapohia, now tapu, and
the area on the north bank of the river where they re-built their villages
became generally known as Kaiapoi. Before the New Zealand Company
could even begin to plan any European settlement the Maori title had
to be extinguished and agreement was reached with the Ngai-tahu in 1848
for the purchase by the Crown of all the land south of the Ashley River
with provision for adequate reserves to satisfy the needs of the local Maori.
Two commissioners were sent down to negotiate the purchase, the first,
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H. Tacy Kemp, failing to define the reserves, this making necessary the
journey of the second, Walter Mantell, who succeeded in fixing a number
of native reserves between the Ashley and the Waitaki. Mantell was ac-
companied by a surveyor name Alfred Wills whose maps and reports were
to reveal the first recorded details of the country between the Waimakariri
and the Ashley.

Mantell and Wills began their task in August 1848 and on approaching
Kaiapoi they found about forty Maori in two small villages, a pa, Rua-
taniwha, and a group of huts and whattas named Te Rakiwakaputa, about
a mile apart on the east bank of the Korotuaheka and close to its junction
with the north branch of the Waimakariri. The villages were backed by
sandhills, some cultivations and gardens lay along the west bank of the
river and patches of bush could be seen to the north. Mantell's negotiations
were complicated by the promises and decisions of his predecessor, Kemp,
the Ngai-tahu denial of the legality of the Crown's previous purchase of
the country north of Kaiapohia from the Ngati-toa and a demand for a
reserve taking in all the land between the Waimakariri and the Rakahouri
(Ashley). But in the first week of September 1848 Mantell persuaded the
Kaiapoi Maori to accept something very much less and Wills set about
the survey of a reserve on the Korotuaheka.

Wills put up a hut just inside the south-east edge of the largest of the
forests, Tuahiwi Bush, and from it he surveyed a reserve of some 2640
acres up the Korotuaheka from Ruataniwha, with the river as its western
boundary and a line of sandhills on the east and comprising 500 acres
of Tuahiwi Bush, 600 acres of swamp and 1540 acres of good potential
farmland. The main boundary corners were marked by five high totara
and matai posts and these were recorded, with other details, on a map.
This map snowed the location of Ruataniwha and Te Rakiwakaputa, the
native gardens sheltered by scrub in the lower reaches of the river and
numerous cultivations along the south side of Tuahiwi Bush. From Wills's
hut a native path cut through the bush, forking as it emerged on the north
side, one fork leading round a northerly finger of trees to Kaiapohia the
other passing through the centre of the reserve and following a ridge of
higher ground north towards dry open land and the Ashley. The country
to the west of the reserve was described as swampy while that to the east
was marked sandhills.1

Wills's map showed little that was not concerned with the native reserve
but in a letter to Colonel William Waken"eld dated 21 September 1848
he described other features of the country in the vicinity. He and Mantell

'Map, Alfred Wills, dated 5 Sept 1848, L/S R151 Canterbury Museum. The map illustrating,
this chapter contains details from Wills's map which, itself, is unsuitable for publication,
together with topographical detail from another map (Canterbury Museum CMU 150) and
dated 1852 and probably based on Torlesse's and Boys's survey work.
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The Waimakariri-Rakahuri Lowlands 1848-50. The northern landscape as Charles Torlesse
and John Boys found it, and the native reserve which Alfred Wills surveyed m 1848.
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had explored the lower reaches of the Waimakariri by canoe and con-
sidered the river navigable for about two and a half miles. There were,
he wrote, 200 acres of bush on the Waimakariri named Hohoka. Below
this and up the Korotuaheka were a further 200 acres named Ohokaua,
that is, that part of the Tuahiwi Bush outside the native reserve. Another
small forest of about 550 acres named Rangiora was reported to be on
the Korotuaheka four miles above Ohokaua and twenty-three miles from
the Deans farm, Riccarton. Wills's map did not extend as far as Rangiora
but it did have marked on it a small patch of bush named Opihu at a
fork in the Korotuaheka a mile or so below Rangiora Bush. Wills assumed
that the river came from the westward of this fork and originated in the
streams that drained the land around Rangiora Bush. The northward
branch of the river he regarded as a tributary and he named it quite clearly
Waikoruru Stream.2

Before they left Mantell and Wills marked out a small reserve embracing
the site of an old kaianga at the junction of the Kaikanui Stream and
the south branch of the Waimakariri. A few Maoris, among them Te Aika
and Tainui, built huts there and these two took travellers across the river
in their canoes until a punt was established on the north road line in the
early eighteen-fifties.

Mantell's negotiations opened up the Ngai-tahu lands for European oc-
cupation and three months later, on 15 December 1848, the agent for the
Canterbury Association, Captain Joseph Thomas, arrived at Port Cooper
to inspect the country beyond Banks Penninsula as a possible site for a
settlement to be named Canterbury. He and his assistants were soon out
in the field.

Captain Thomas's initial exploratory expedition into the country north
of the Waimakariri left the Deans farm, Riccarton, on 19 December 1848,
the party consisting of Thomas, William Fox and a surveyor, Charles
Torlesse, with William Heaphy and Thomas White as guides, two Maoris,
probably Te Aika and Te Eou, and two pack horses. After being taken
across the Waimakariri by a group of Maori the party pushed on to Te
Rakiwakaputa, noting patches of bush nearby and some of the posts left
by Wills in September to mark the limits of the native reserve. The Ashley
was seen to have an extensive bed but was carrying little water and, as
Torlesse noted in the diary which he was to keep daily in the years ahead,
woods were observed in the gorges all along the hills. They camped on
its banks then followed the river some miles up towards its gorge, turned
south parallel with the hills and finally reached the gorge of the
Waimakariri. Running short of food, and with water difficult to find in

2Letter Alfred Wills to Colonel William Wakefield 21 Sept 1848, Canterbury Museum. The
bush he named Ohokaua in his letter is named Okohana on his map. Opihu also appears
on another map as Oipu. Torlesse called it Ohipu.
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places, Heaphy led the party down the Waimakariri a little way then struck
inland towards the patches of bush and the Maori villages on the Koro-
tuaheka. The weather had been hot and north-westerly almost throughout
the six-day journey and they noted that good soils were present, particularly
around the coastal forests, with large tracts of excellent grazing and some
light sandy country along the rivers and coastline.3

About five days after his return from the preliminary survey Torlesse
set out with a small party including Heaphy, Te Aika and Te Eou for
the Waimakariri. He followed the river up to the gorge and, on New Year's
Day 1849, climbed a peak in the range which Captain Thomas was to
name after him.

This completed, and on 8 January, Torlesse and Heaphy were again
at the Waimakariri, inspecting the channel by canoe, taking soundings and
marking the bends with flags. They camped in the sand near the mouth
of the Korotuaheka and then, with a Maori to carry their provisions and
along 'a Fine beach for walking without shoes' they made their way north
from the mouth of the Waimakariri to the estuary of the Ashley. At the
Ashley they found an abundance of whale carcases and had to wade
through creeks up to their necks to find an encampment. This traverse
of the beach took them as far as Double Corner, across the Waipara, and
on their return the pair inspected the ruins of Kaiapohia where they found
skulls and other remains of the massacre seventeen years before. During
the six days of this expedition Torlesse and Heaphy observed the presence
of wild pigs and wild dogs while ducks and eels were found to be quite
plentiful.4

These and other exploratory investigations satisfied Captain Thomas that
he had indeed found a suitable site for the Canterbury settlement and
he sailed for Auckland to obtain the necessary consent of the Governor.
He had only just left when the coastal survey ship Acheron arrived at Port
Cooper and its master, Captain J. L. Stokes, and a survey officer, W. J.
W. Hamilton, took a party on a traverse as far north as Mt. Grey. It was
now March 1849 and they stopped at Kaiapoi, hired seme bearers from
among 'the miserable remnants of a once numerous tribe' and inspected
the old pa where they poked about among the ruins and human relics
of the massacre and gazed in awe at the one remaining pole of the original
palisade, fifteen feet and as large as the Acheron's mainmast. Pushing on
they were the first to climb Mt. Grey, or Governor Grey as it was sometimes
described, the Maori's Maukatere. Stokes recorded that he saw from the
summit, 'one entire plain stretching fully 100 miles to the southward and
watered by a multitude of streams meandering like silver threads in their
seaward course'. Hamilton went back in April to investigate the basin-

3The Journal of C. O. Torlesse, 19-25 Dec. 1848 Canterbury Museum
"Ibid 8-15 Jan 1849
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plains of the Hurunui and the Waiau which he had observed from Grey
and his reports and letters added considerably to the knowledge of Canter-
bury that was now being accumulated.5

Captain Thomas arrived back from Auckland with the Governor's ap-
proval for the Canterbury settlement to proceed on 2 July 1849, bringing
with him a number of labourers recruited in Wellington to help with the
construction work. Among his plans, as they unfolded, were the marking
out of districts containing good soil and water for agricultural settlement
and one of these was a strip of coastal land between the Waimakariri
and the Ashley about ten to fifteen miles deep and named Mandeville.
Another district named Ashley was to be surveyed across the river of that
name and a third, Oxford, with a town bearing the same name, was to
be marked out on the upper plains. But the Mandeville District, with its
small population of Maori around Ruataniwha, had become one of the
better-known and more accessible areas beyond the peninsula and Thomas
recommended that it be one of the first occupied.6

The Mandeville District, although partially covered with flax and con-
taining extensive swamps, could be broken in fairly easily. The soil was
among the best found and there were .a few stands of timber while the
plains elsewhere were quite deficient in forest. Access was also reasonable.
The Waimakariri had been proved navigable for a few miles inland for
vessels up to twenty tons while the Ashley estuary was also believed to
be navigable a short distance. The local Maori would be no obstacle. Their
small number (Thomas's estimate was twenty-nine as against Wills's forty)
and those still to return were expected to re-settle on the new reserve.
The weather was also believed to be favourable to the farmer. W. J. W.
Hamilton had become interested in this aspect after he had lost only one
working day of the thirty-three days of his two northerly expeditions be-
yond the Waimakariri in March and April. He had gleaned from the Maori
that the weather was more settled than in the North Island and that he
could expect to find May partly showery, June, July and August decidedly
the wet months, September and October showery with November less so
and from December through to April dependably fine. These were the
qualities which had become most apparent and Thomas entrusted the
northern survey to one of his two assistants, Charles Torlesse.

Charles Obins Torlesse was twenty-four years of age and the elder son
of the Reverend C. M. Torlesse, vicar of the Suffolk village of Stoke-by-
Nayland. His mother was a Wakefield, Catherine, Edward Gibbon Wake-

5Journal of the Voyage of the Acheron 1849-51 John Lort Stokes MS Vol. 157; Letter J.
L. Stokes to Sir George Grey, 4 May 1849; Letter W. J. W. Hamilton to J. L. Stokes 3
May 1849; Hocken Library Dunedin.

6Mandeville, after Viscount Mandeville, Seventh Earl of Manchester and a member of the
Canterbury Association.
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field's older sister, and so the theory and practise of colonisation was a
frequently debated topic in the Stoke vicarage. As a sixteen-year-old he
had sailed off in 1841 to a three year surveying cadetship at Nelson with
his uncle, Arthur Wakefield, and his father had eventually become a mem-
ber of the management committee of the Canterbury Association. When
he sailed again for New Zealand in July 1848 on the Bemicia with Thomas
Cass and Captain Thomas he was embarking on a journey which was to
involve, ultimately, not onl the Torlesses and their parish but also many
families in Suffolk and across the Essex border.
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